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Conditions for microwave amplification due to spin-torque dynamics
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Spin torque from a microwave current flowing through a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) can
excite resonant magnetic dynamics and hence resistance oscillations. When a DC current is also
applied, the MTJ produces an oscillating voltage at the frequency of the input signal. This
oscillating voltage increases with DC bias and can in principle become larger than the input signal,
yielding amplification. We analyze how to design tunnel junction devices to achieve gains larger
C 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3606550]
than one. V
Spin transfer torque allows efficient current-controlled
manipulation of the magnetic moment in magnetic devices.1–3
This mechanism is being applied rapidly for technology: spintorque-controlled magnetic nonvolatile random access memory
is nearing commercialization,4 and other potentially useful devices have been demonstrated including frequency-tunable microwave sources,5–7 frequency modulators,8,9 and microwave
detectors.10,11 Here, we analyze another potential application of
spin-torque devices, as microwave-frequency amplifiers.
The idea of making a microwave amplifier using spin torque was first proposed by Slonczewski,12 and other amplification schemes have been proposed using negative differential
resistance13 or magnetic vortex oscillations.14,15 The mechanism of gain we will consider is illustrated for a simple 2-terminal magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) in Fig. 1(a). An input
microwave signal, Vin, generates resonant magnetic precession via a spin-transfer torque exerted on one electrode of the
MTJ and thereby produces resistance oscillations. If a DC
current is also applied, the oscillating resistance produces an
oscillating voltage by Ohm’s law that can be transmitted out
of the MTJ as a reflected signal Vref. If the applied DC current
is sufficiently large, then the reflected signal can be larger
than the input signal, yielding amplification. We will analyze
the simplest case in which the MTJ magnetic layers are inplane in equilibrium, and the microwave drive excites smallangle, approximately spatially uniform magnetic precession.
The high-frequency signal generated by a MTJ in
response to a microwave-frequency input can be calculated
using microwave circuit equations together with methods to
analyze the magnetic dynamics similar to those employed
for spin-torque ferromagnetic resonance10,16,17 and thermally
excited ferromagnetic resonance.18 Assuming that the waveguide contacting the sample has a 50 X impedance, the
reflected signal arising from an input signal Vin ðxÞ together
with an oscillating resistance is
Vref ðxÞ ¼

where R0 is the differential resistance of the MTJ and DRðxÞ
is the oscillating part of the DC resistance. The first term is
the reflection that results from impedance mismatch between
the 50 X waveguide and the MTJ, and the second term is the
signal generated by the oscillating resistance. We assume
small angle precession, so that DRðxÞ ¼ @R=@hjI dhðxÞ,
where h is the angle between the magnetizations of the two
electrodes of the MTJ. To calculate the precession angle
dhðxÞ, we approximate the magnetization of the free layer in
the MTJ (the one that precesses) as a spatially uniform
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Here, H
including the applied, demagnetization, and exchange fields;
a is the Gilbert damping parameter; MS Vol is the total
moment of the free layer; sjj ðV; hÞ and s? ðV; hÞ are the “inplane” and “perpendicular” components of the spin torque;17
V ¼ VDC þ dVðxÞ is the voltage across the MTJ; and c is the
absolute value of the gyromagnetic ratio. The final ingredient
for a closed set of equations is to relate dVðxÞ, the oscillating part of the voltage across the MTJ, to the input and
reflected voltages:
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Illustration of the mechanism of amplification for
a standard 2-terminal magnetic tunnel junction. (b) Proposed design for a
3-terminal device.
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dVðxÞ ¼ Vin ðxÞ þ Vref ðxÞ
2R0
ð50 XÞIDC DRðxÞ
¼
Vin þ
:
R0 þ ð50 XÞ
R0 þ ð50 XÞ

(3)

This expression takes into account a feedback mechanism19
that the oscillating resistance will alter the voltage across the
MTJ and will thus affect the spin torque that drives the
oscillation.
By solving Eqs. (1)–(3) for a circular 2-terminal MTJ
for which the magnetizations of both electrodes lie in the
sample plane in equilibrium, we calculate a (complex-valued) voltage gain:
Vref R0  ð50 XÞ
ð50 XÞ
þ
IDC vðxÞ;
¼
Vin
R0 þ ð50 XÞ R0 þ ð50 XÞ
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Here, Nx ¼ 4p þ H=Meff , Ny  H=Meff , 4pMeff is the
strength of the easy-plane anisotropy field, and H is component of applied magnetic field along the precession axis. The
real and imaginary parts of S11 correspond to the in-phase
and out-of-phase response. This calculation predicts resonance peaks at the ferromagnetic resonance frequency, with
line shapes as a function of frequency as plotted in Fig. 2.
We have verified that the calculated signals are in good
agreement with network-analyzer measurements on (unoptimized) CoFeB=MgO=CoFeB MTJs (Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)),
although for these samples the gains are much less than 1.
We can estimate what is the maximum possible voltage
gain from a simple 2-terminal MTJ by evaluating Eq. (4)
using the following optimistic but reasonable parameters: resistance for parallel electrode magnetizations RP ¼ 50 X;
tunneling magnetoresistance, TMR ¼ 150%; MS Vol ¼ 5:8
1015 emu; a ¼ 0.01; H ¼ 100 Oe; 4pMeff ¼ 1:1 kOe
(assuming a reduction by about factor of 10 compared to a
typical metal ferromagnet due to the introduction of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy20); s? ðV; hÞ  3:8 V2 sin hðh=2eÞ
kX1 V1 , and sjj ðV; hÞ  6:9 Vsin hðh=2eÞkX1 . These spintorque values are determined by scaling the results in Fig. 3(b)
of Ref. 21 inversely by the ratio of the samples’ zero-bias parallel resistances and assuming for simplicity that s? / V 2 and

FIG. 2. (Color online) The high-frequency response of 2-terminal MTJs.
(a),(b) Calculated frequency dependence for the real (blue lines, left axes)
and imaginary (red lines, right axes) parts of S11 for (a) a purely in-plane
spin torque and (b) a purely out-of-plane spin torque. When both torque
components are present, S11 is a weighted sum of the two contributions. (c)
Points: Real and imaginary parts of the measured S11 signal for a CoFeB=
MgO=CoFeB MTJ with RP ¼ 122 X, TMR ¼ 78% and RA ¼ 1.0 X lm2 for
IDC ¼ –1.0 mA and H ¼ 300 Oe applied 145 from the fixed-layer’s
exchange bias direction. The lines are fits to Eq. (4) with the fit values
h=2eÞkX1 and @s? =@Vjh ¼ 0:560:1ð
h=2eÞkX1 .
@sjj =@Vjh ¼ 2:860:5ð
(d) Points: measured gain for the same unoptimized MTJ and field bias.
h=2eÞkX1  930Ið
h=2eÞ
Line: prediction of Eq. (4) for @sjj =@Vjh ¼ 1:8ð
1
1
h=2eÞkX þ 520I ð
h=2eÞkV1 .
kV and @s? =@Vjh ¼ –0.06 ð

sjj / V. In Figures 3(a), 3(c) and 3(d), we plot the magnitude
of the maximum change in S11 near resonance. We find that
voltage gains greater than one are possible, but they require
fine-tuning the offset angle and IDC very precisely to bias the
sample near the critical current where the bias-dependent linewidth r goes to zero, the threshold for exciting DC-driven
auto-oscillations. Somewhat better amplification might be
achievable using devices biased to generate nonlinear, largeangle precessional dynamics22 not described within our smallangle approximation, but nevertheless we conclude that this
need for fine-tuning near a point of singular dynamics (i.e.,
adjusting for time-dependent sample variations and thermal
fluctuations) likely prohibits the use of simple 2-terminal
MTJs for microwave amplifier applications.
Larger, controllable gains should be achievable in 3-terminal devices. This was the approach originally proposed by
Slonczewski.12 We consider a geometry similar to the devices recently studied by Sun et al.23 (Fig. 1(b)), consisting of
a lower CoFe=Cu=CoFeB all-metal, low-resistance spin
valve in which the CoFeB free layer (assumed circular) can
be manipulated by spin torque via non-local spin injection,
together with a MgO=CoFeB tunnel junction cap by which
the moving free layer can generate large resistance oscillations. This geometry can facilitate the application of large
microwave currents through port 1 to the metal spin valve to
generate large free-layer oscillations, with the possibility to
use a DC current ISV through the spin valve to control the
bias-dependent linewidth to be stably close to zero. The
large-TMR MTJ with a separate DC bias ITJ generates the
output signal through port 2. We can use an analysis similar
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FIG. 3. (Color) (a) Log-scale color plot of the calculated maximum value of
jDS11 j for an optimized 2-terminal MTJ, as a function of IDC and the offset
angle h between the magnetization directions of the two electrodes. The
white regions at the upper left and lower right represent parts of the phase
diagram where the DC current generates auto-oscillations with no applied
oscillatory current. (b) Log-scale color plot of the calculated maximum
value of jS21j for an optimized 3-terminal MTJ, as a function of the DC current through the MTJ and the offset angle h between the magnetizations of
the MTJ electrodes. (c) Comparison of the voltage gain factors for optimized
2-terminal and 3-terminal MTJs, for the values of h shown by dotted lines in
(a) and (b). The current on the horizontal axis corresponds to the DC current
applied to the MTJ (not the spin valve in the 3-terminal device). (d) Zoomin of the data in (c), showing the detailed dependence near zero current.

to that employed above to estimate the voltage gain (S21).
Assuming that the differential resistance for the MTJ is R0
and for the spin valve is RSV, the DC resistance of the MTJ is
RTJ and the equilibrium orientations of all three magnetic
layers are in the sample plane,
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We have not included a perpendicular component of torque
because this component should be absent for all-metal spin
valves.16 For estimation purposes, we use the optimistic parameters: RTJ¼ 50 X in the parallel configuration, TMR ¼
150%, RSV ¼ 3 X, MS Vol ¼ 5:8  1015 emu, @sjj =@ISV jh
¼ 0:4 sin hSV ð
h=2eÞ, 24 and r ¼ 3  107 rad=s (this is a factor of 100 reduction compared to a typical transition metal
ferromagnet; we assume a factor of 10 reduction by using
perpendicular anisotropy to reduce 4pMeff (Ref. 20) and
another factor of 10 by using ISV to reduce the bias-dependent linewidth, and we assume ISV is adjusted as a function of
ITJ to keep r constant at this reduced value). Figures 3(b)–
3(d) show the calculated value of jS21j near resonance
as a function of ITJ and h . This calculation indicates that a
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voltage gain larger than 100 is achievable using physically
reasonable materials parameters. The associated power gainbandwidth product is jS21 ðxm Þj2 r=p  200 GHz and scales
/ 1=r. Even larger gains may be possible using other sample
geometries (e.g., employing a reference layer polarized out
of plane, while the free layer remains polarized in plane) or
by applying out-of-plane magnetic field to achieve a largeangle, nonlinear magnetic response.22
Our analysis also does not yet include consideration of
noise.25 The output noise of the amplifier associated with
thermal fluctuations of the free layer will increase as the volume of the free layer is decreased so as to maximize the
gain. This will likely constrain the values of MS Vol and H
that can be employed when optimizing device properties.
In summary, we have analyzed the conditions under
which MTJ-based devices might be used to generate resonant microwave amplification. Gain greater than 1 is possible
in principle even in simple 2-terminal tunnel junctions, but is
unlikely to be controllable because this requires biasing the
sample very close to a point of singular dynamics where the
bias-dependent linewidth goes to zero. However, 3-terminal
tunnel-junction devices should be able to achieve controllable microwave voltage gains of at least 100.
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